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	January/2022 Latest Braindump2go 220-1001 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new

220-1001 Real Exam Questions!QUESTION 787The Chief Executive Officer wants to ensure company data is stored in a manner

that provides the company with complete control over how the data is managed.Which of the following is the BEST cloud

deployment model for this request?A.    CommunityB.    HybridC.    PublicD.    PrivateAnswer: DQUESTION 788A sales

executive's personal laptop occasionally freezes while checking email.Which of the following should a technician do FIRST?A.   

Check the network connectivity.B.    Consider the corporate policy.C.    Request details about the problem.D.    Run hardware

diagnostics.Answer: AQUESTION 789Which of the following mobile devices offers the BEST viewing display in direct

sunlight?A.    LaptopB.    E-readerC.    TabletD.    SmartphoneAnswer: BQUESTION 790An organization keeps receiving spam that

appears to come from its own domain. No accounts have been compromised.Which of the following will BEST mitigate this

issue?A.    DNSB.    S/MIMEC.    SPFD.    SSIDAnswer: BQUESTION 791A laser printer is consistently having issues picking up

paper from the tray as the print is initiated. There are no problems with print quality.Which of the following parts should be replaced

FIRST?A.    The fuserB.    The trayC.    The tonerD.    The rollersAnswer: BQUESTION 792A new application server was installed

on the network, but users are only able to connect to it by IP address instead of hostname. Which of the following server types needs

to be configured?A.    DNSB.    FileC.    DHCPD.    SyslogAnswer: AQUESTION 793Which of the following cloud computing

concepts allows a seasonal website to add servers so it can handle the increased capacity?A.    Shared resourcesB.    Resource

poolingC.    Rapid elasticityD.    Measured servicesAnswer: CQUESTION 794A user wants to synchronize confidential information

on a computer and a smartphone.Which of the following would provide the MOST security during the synchronization process?A.   

Mutual authenticationB.    VPN over WiFiC.    BluetoothD.    Physical connectionAnswer: DQUESTION 795A technician installed

a Cat 5 UTP cable approximately 275ft (84m) from a network switch in an office to a workstation located on a factory floor. The

technician sees both a flashing green LED and a flashing orange LED on the workstation's NIC.Which of the following should the

technician do FIRST?A.    Check the RJ45 end connectors, the jacks, and the ends of the run of the Cat 5 UTP cable for loose

connections, pinched bends, and visible damage.B.    Install a powered hub as close as possible to the halfway point in the Cat 5

UTP cable run.C.    Replace the entire run of Cat 5 UTP cable with Cat 5 STP cable.D.    Run continuity tests using an Ethernet
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